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MEMOREX INTERNATIONAL
Hounslow House,730 London Road
Hounslow. Middlesex TW3 1PD

Santa Clara, California 95052
(408)987-1893
(800) 538-8200

2400 Condensa Street

Flexible Disc Media Division

Media Products Group
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A unique burnishing.process polishes
the surface in repeated steps to a
precise finish,The ultra-smooth surface
helps reduce wear on both the disc
and disc drive head.

head and media life.

The disc surface is protected by an
anti-static lubricant which prolongs

Every disc is tested track by track; sec
torby sector to certify it 100% error free..
So you can rely on dependable per
formance, time after time, day after day.

A protective hub ring on mini discs,
protects against edge damage to the
drive access opening assuring longterm performance and longer disc life.

Each disc jacket contains bottom stress
relief notches which distribute presr .
sure and stress along a lateral line to
prevent disc damage during handling.
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sional distributor network nationwide.

field support by a dedicated, profes- |

with a strong one year warranty and

Memorex flexible discs are backed

provide added value.

ensures continuing enhancements to
improve disc performance and

Memorex commitment to research

formance and data safety. Only the
finest quality materials are used.
Sophisticated manufacturing tech
niques produce and assemble the
highest quality components. Stringent
testing provides certification that the
flexible disc you get is perfect. And the

Memorex* are your assurance of per

The 5Ya" and 8" flexible discs from

the jacket allows easy loading the first
time, everytime.

tion to extend disc life. Made extra stiff,

an extra margin of strength and protec

The flexible disc vinyl jacket is per
manently glue-sealed on all flaps, edge
to edge. This total bonding provides

